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I.

Introduction: An Overview of Child Marriage1

A. The Global Prevalence of Child Marriage
Today, the global rates of child marriage are high. According to UNICEF, twelve million
girls, or one in five, are married before their eighteenth birthday every year.2 Around the world,
approximately 650 million women and girls alive today were married before they turned
eighteen.3 For males, a study analyzing data from eighty-two countries found that approximately
one in thirty boys are married as children.4 UNICEF estimates that 115 million boys and men
alive today were married before they turned eighteen.5 This brings the present-day, worldwide
total number of child brides and grooms to 765 million.
Various factors contribute to the high prevalence of child marriage across the globe. The
most persistent drivers include gender inequality,6 poverty,7 social norms and traditions,8 and
national insecurity.9 More recently, the COVID-19 pandemic has also significantly affected
occurrences of child marriage worldwide.10
B. The Prevalence of Child Marriage in the United States
In the United States, child marriage is a pervasive issue with devastating domestic
consequences. Between 2000 and 2018, almost 300,000 children were married in the United
States alone11—an average of forty-five child marriages per day. 12 Of those marriages, an
estimated 60,000 occurred “at an age or spousal age difference that should have been considered
a sex crime.”13 A 2021 study analyzing marriage certificate data from all fifty states found that
approximately 86% of these underage marriages involved girls and 14% involved boys.14 While
the general public often assumes that child marriage is an issue that does not pertain to America,
it is widespread across the country today.
5
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C. Negative Consequences of Child Marriage
Child marriage triggers severe negative effects for its victims, their subsequent offspring, and
society as a whole. These consequences include death, serious health issues, violence, and
slower economic and social development.
The risk of death spikes for victims of child marriage because, in many areas that practice
child marriage, there is an expectation that the child bride will quickly produce offspring.15
According to the World Health Organization, the worldwide leading cause of death for girls
between the ages of fifteen and nineteen is complications from pregnancy and childbirth.16
Moreover, girls aged fifteen to nineteen are “twice as likely to die in childbirth as mothers aged
twenty and older.”17
In addition to the increased risk of death, child mothers face heightened risks of suffering
serious health conditions like obstetric fistula, which is a debilitating condition that can cause
incontinence in the mother and the death of the baby within the first week of its life.18
Adolescent mothers are also more susceptible to eclampsia, puerperal endometritis, and systemic
infections.19 Life-threatening health effects also plague infants and children born out of child
marriages; stillbirths and newborn deaths are higher among offspring of child mothers than
offspring of mothers between the ages of twenty and twenty-nine.20
Moreover, sexually transmitted infections and diseases pose a significant threat to child
brides.21 In the case of HIV/AIDS, many of the risk factors for contracting HIV, such as “early
sexual onset, unsafe sex, age-disparate relationships, low educational attainment, limited access
to information and services, social isolation, and experience of intimate partner violence,”
typically occur at higher rates in child marriages than in adult marriages.22 Indeed, child brides
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who are married under the age of fifteen are “almost 50% more likely to have experienced either
physical or sexual intimate partner violence” than girls who are married after they reach
eighteen.23 The United States does not escape these effects; studies show that victims of child
marriage are acutely vulnerable to higher rates of psychiatric disorders24 as well as physical,
emotional, or verbal abuse.25
Child marriage also results in developmental consequences that bear social and economic
costs. For instance, victims of child marriage face increased educational obstacles that impact
the rest of their lives.26 In some nations, “there is evidence of almost a binary option of either
going to school or getting married early.”27 Girls in the United States who marry before the age
of nineteen are 50% more likely to drop out of high school and four times less likely to graduate
from college.28 As a result, girls who enter marriage at a young age are significantly less likely
to receive education and the countless, life-changing benefits that follow, including fewer child
births, increased lifetime earnings, improved household income, reduced likelihood of
experiencing intimate partner violence, and increased decision-making ability.29 Thus,
diminished educational attainment for girls due to child marriage further entrenches gender
inequality. In fact, a 2006 study found that eliminating child marriage and early pregnancies
could potentially reduce the gender gap in education by about half.30
There is also a larger economic impact: reduced female earnings combined with the extreme
fertility and population growth resulting from child marriage has a ripple effect that impacts the
global economy and the intergenerational transmission of poverty.31 Research shows that “if
child marriage had ended in 2015, the global economy could have saved $566 billion by 2030.”32
In the United States, between 70% and 80% of marriages involving a child end in divorce, and
child marriage followed by divorce doubles the likelihood that child mothers will descend into
7
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poverty.33 Consequently, in addition to being a dire social issue, child marriage is a deeply
economic one, carrying tremendous intergenerational and societal costs.34

D. A Brief Summary of International Child Marriage Law
The international community has condemned child marriage, with the United Nations (“UN”)
making an active effort to limit its occurrence worldwide. In 1979 and 1989, the UN passed two
international treaties that were foundational in establishing child marriage as a violation of
human rights: The Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women
(“CEDAW”)35 and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (“CRC”),36 respectively. The
CRC, considered one of the most universally endorsed and ratified treaties in history, defined all
humans below the age of eighteen as children.37 Together, these conventions internationally
denounce the practice of child marriage.

8
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In 2015, the UN Sustainable Development Goals (“SDGs”)—a set of goals considered to be
“the crowning achievement of the development agenda”—went further and highlighted child
marriage as a threat to global development.38 The SDGs incorporated the primary aims of both
the CRC and the CEDAW and called for the elimination of “all harmful practices, such as child,
early and forced marriage and female genital mutilations.” This call to action is ongoing; in
2014, 2016, 2018, and 2020, the UN General Assembly passed four separate resolutions calling
for UN Member States to strengthen and accelerate action to address child, early and forced
marriage.39
Despite international efforts to end child marriage, cultural and religious exemptions to child
marriage laws facilitate its continuation. Many countries allow exceptions to minimum marital
ages when there is parental consent, court authorization, or customary or religious laws that take
precedence over national law.40 Most of these exceptions reflect deeply rooted gender
inequality, a dynamic that makes child marriage disproportionately harm girls and women. Such
inequality is evidenced in a report by the World Policy Analysis Center; it found that ninetythree countries legally allow girls to marry before the age of eighteen and fifty-four countries
allow girls to marry one to three years younger than boys.41
Religion is often raised as a reason to allow child marriages, even though the UN Population
Fund asserts that “there are no major religious traditions that require child marriage,” and “it
would be wrong to say that child marriage warrants protection as a cultural or religious
practice.”42 Nevertheless, in some countries, religious affiliation acts as an exception to the
national age requirements for marriage. For example, in the Philippines, the national minimum
age to marry is twenty-one, but exceptions exist for Muslim boys, who can marry at fifteen, and
Muslim girls, who can marry at puberty.43 Religious and cultural exemptions to marital age of
9
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consent laws like this are common across the globe.44 The Pew Research Center identified at
least 117 nations that allow children to marry through these and other kinds of non-religious
legal loopholes.45

E. Child Marriage Law in the United States
Despite the persistent occurrence of child marriage in the United States, the American
government consistently fails to take federal action to confront the problem. On the international
level, the United States Congress declined to ratify the two UN conventions that form the
bedrock of the international community’s progress in eradicating child marriage. While America
signed the CRC, it is the only country that has yet to ratify it, preserving its status as a
“Signatory” instead of a “State Party” to the Convention.46 The United States also stands alone
as the only country in the Western hemisphere, and the only industrialized democracy, that has
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not ratified the CEDAW.47 On the national level, there is no federal law banning child marriage;
as a result, it is governed by the States under the federalist legal structure.
State autonomy over the issue of child marriage means that America lacks nationwide
consensus regarding proper and effective child marriage laws. This decentralized system creates
a legal framework in which certain states strongly protect against child marriage while others
maintain lax laws that facilitate the practice. For instance, state laws vary widely on the legal
minimum age for marriage. Delaware, New Jersey, Minnesota, New York, Pennsylvania, and
Rhode Island have banned child marriage by establishing a minimum marriage age of eighteen,48
while states with more lenient laws—such as Maryland, Missouri, New Mexico, North Carolina,
and Oklahoma—approve marriages involving children under the age of eighteen.49 This
disparity produces “destination” states for child marriage.50 Missouri has historically been one
such destination, with evidence of individuals crossing state lines to marry fifteen-year-old
brides; some travel to Missouri from as far off as Oregon, Idaho, Utah, and Florida.51
In the absence of a federal prohibition against child marriage, most state laws still offer
avenues through which child marriage persists. Indeed, state child marriage laws are fraught
with legal loopholes; while many states set the age floor for marriage at eighteen, there are an
array of exceptions to this rule that “can in effect drop the true minimum marriage age much
lower.”52 Common loopholes include parental consent, judicial approval, and lack of official
proof of age and residency requirements.53
i.

Parental Consent and Judicial Approval

Two of the most pervasive exceptions to the marriage age floor are parental consent and
judicial approval. The majority of states facilitate marriages for children aged sixteen to
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eighteen “based on parental consent alone.”54 Parental consent exceptions “pose one of the
greatest concerns with respect to forced marriages, since parental consent can so easily equal
parental coercion.”55 Yet, consent by at least one parent is often enough to acquire a marriage
license for a child.56
Even when parental consent alone is not enough to authorize a child marriage, it often drives
the outcome in judicial approval processes instead of the minor’s own wishes.57 Assigning
judges the responsibility for approving adolescent marriages can indeed be problematic. In many
states, judicial approval is required only in cases involving minors younger than sixteen years
old.58 While the judicial approval process in these cases may be quite rigorous, the “fact that a
judge is only involved for certain younger children weakens the state’s minimum marriage age
laws as a whole.”59 For instance, if a state’s age floor is codified at eighteen but judicial scrutiny
is only triggered for marriages involving fifteen-year-olds, then most marriages for sixteen and
seventeen-year-olds will be approved quite easily. Thus, the only age floor that is actually
enforced is set at fifteen.60
Further, some states assign minor marriage petitions to judges in generalist courts who
“cannot be expected to be attuned to coercive control or other dynamics of family and intimate
partner violence.”61 This is because generalist judges often lack the experience, training, and
resources needed to conduct sufficiently diligent inquires that are necessary to properly evaluate
child marriage cases or detect forced marriage.62 Sometimes, judges even treat pregnancy as
proof that marriage would be in the child’s best interests.63 Unfortunately, pregnancy in these
cases often indicates that the child was abused by the intended spouse or is being forced into the
marriage by their parents.64

12
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Due to inattentiveness, inexperience, or being motivated by factors other than the wellbeing
of the child, parental and judicial consent to child marriage can place children in danger.
ii.

Proof of Age and Residency Requirements

Age floors can also be easily circumvented in states that lack proof of age requirements for
marriage. Marriage license data shows that impermissibly young children have been married in
states where they were not required to prove their age with official documents.65 In fact, only
seventeen states strictly require official proof of age for all marriage applicants.66
Additionally, state laws that lack residency requirements allow individuals to sidestep their own
state’s strong age protections simply by crossing into a state with lax ones.
Without a national minimum marriage age, many states can issue a child of any age a
marriage license as long as its own state law exceptions are met.67 As a result, state laws that (1)
set marriage age floors at eighteen-years-old with no exceptions; and (2) require all marriage
license applicants to provide official proof of their age, regardless of how old they appear, would
most effectively prevent child marriage in the United States.

II.

State-by-State Overview of Child Marriage Laws

Alabama
Since 2000, Alabama has had the ninth highest number of total child marriages in the nation and
the eighth highest number of child marriages per capita.68 Between 2000 and 2018, Alabama
permitted approximately 9,166 child marriages, including the marriage of a fourteen-year-old girl
to a seventy-four-year-old man.69 While Alabama raised the minimum marriage age from fourteen
to sixteen in 2003, child marriages still account for almost 5% of all marriages in the state.70 In
Alabama, a child under sixteen cannot enter into a marriage under any circumstances, including
pregnancy.71 Sixteen and seventeen-year-old minors are permitted to marry in Alabama with the
consent of a parent or guardian.72 However, Alabama marriage clerks do not always require
official proof of age, and clerks may also issue marriage licenses to minors from out of state.73
Overall, on a scale of 1–5, where 1 is the worst and 5 is the best (with an average score of 2.62
across all fifty-six States and United States Territories),74 Alabama ranks as a 2.
13
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Alaska
Alaska permits a child to marry at age sixteen or seventeen with parental consent.75 Official proof
of age is not always required, and clerks can approve marriages for out-of-state minors.76 Children
as young as fourteen can marry if a judge determines the marriage to be in the “best interests” of
the minor and there is parental consent, the parents are “unreasonably” withholding consent, or the
parents are unable to give consent for some other reason.77 However, the judges approving these
marriages are not required to have special knowledge of Family Law or juvenile matters.78 On the
scale of 1–5, Alaska ranks as a 2.
Arizona
Arizona updated its child marriage law in 2018, which now completely bans marriage for children
below the age of sixteen.79 The law does permit sixteen and seventeen-year-olds to marry, but
only if they are emancipated or have parental consent.80 Arizona law also requires there be an age
difference of no more than three years between the intended spouses if one party is a minor.81
Nevertheless, official proof of age and residency are not always required.82 On the scale of 1–5,
Arizona ranks as a 2.
Arkansas
In April 2019, Arkansas Governor Asa Hutchinson signed into law a bill that banned marriage for
persons under age seventeen except for applicants that are at least sixteen and pregnant.83 To
qualify for the pregnancy exception, parties must provide proof of the pregnancy, proof of age,
and parental consent.84 If the underage child has already given birth, the court may still authorize
the marriage after receiving official proof of age and parental consent if it believes the marriage
would be in the “best interests” of the parties.85 Arkansas does not require official proof of age or
residency for marriage applications.86 On the scale of 1–5, Arkansas ranks as a 2.
California
Between 2000 and 2018, California realized the second highest number of child marriages in the
country with 23,588.87 In 2018, California state Senator Jerry Hill drafted a bill aimed at
prohibiting marriage for all minors.88 The legislation passed and went into effect on January 1,
2019, but the law still allows any person under the age of eighteen to marry with a court order and
the consent of at least one parent.89 To obtain the court order, both parties must undergo interviews
by Family Court Services, and, in some cases, attend premarital counseling.90 The court is also
required to consider “whether there is evidence of coercion or undue influence on the minor.”91
Nevertheless, California law permits children to marry as young as zero and does not require
applicants to provide proof of their age. On the scale of 1–5, California ranks as a 1.
Colorado
Colorado’s law was revised in 2021 to obligate sixteen and seventeen-year-olds to procure judicial
approval prior to being issued a marriage certificate.92 The judge ruling on marriages involving
14
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minors must reside in juvenile court and is required to consider the underage party’s wishes, best
interests, and ability to manage his or her own affairs and responsibilities of marriage.93 All
persons applying for marriage licenses in Colorado must also provide official proof of their age.94
On the scale of 1–5, Colorado ranks as a 4.
Connecticut
In 2017, a bill to end underage marriage was proposed in the State House.95 This bill went into
effect and now places the legal age of marriage at eighteen; however, minors sixteen and over can
still be married with parental consent and the authorization of a probate judge located in the district
where the minor resides.96 Connecticut is one of several states with an unwaivable residency
requirement,97 but does not require proof of age. On the scale of 1–5, Connecticut ranks as a 2.
Delaware
In June 2018, Delaware successfully banned child marriage without exception, becoming the first
state to do so in America.98 However, Delaware does not require all applicants to provide official
proof of their age prior to obtaining a marriage license.99 On the scale of 1–5, Delaware ranks as
a 3.
Florida
Florida instituted a prohibition against marriage for all children under the age of seventeen in
March 2018.100 The law permits seventeen-year-olds to marry with parental consent as long as the
age difference between the intended spouses is two years or less.101 While the law does not require
parties to provide official proof of age or residency, it still resulted in lowering the total number
of child marriages in the state; between July and December of 2017 there were 125 child marriages,
and between that same time period in 2018, after the change in law, there were only forty-eight
child marriages.102 On the scale of 1–5, Florida ranks as a 3.
Georgia
In March 2019, the Georgia State Senate unanimously raised the state’s marriage age floor by
passing a law that only permits emancipated seventeen-year-olds to marry with a court order.103
Further, the law mandates the older party to the marriage be no more than four years the child’s
senior, and all parties are required to submit official proof of their age.104 Additionally, the parties
must separately undergo premarital education and present the judge a certification of
completion.105 If a minor is seeking emancipation in order to marry, a judge may only approve
the emancipation after considering the minor’s best interests, including, whether the minor is being
compelled to marry against their will; if there is evidence the minor was a victim of statutory rape
by the intended spouse; and whether the intended spouse has a criminal history.106 On the scale
of 1–5, Georgia ranks as a 4.
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Hawaii
Under current Hawaii state law, sixteen-year-olds may marry if they obtain parental consent, while
fifteen-year-olds may marry if they obtain both parental consent and approval of the family
court.107 Children under fifteen are not permitted to enter marriage under any circumstance.108
Hawaii only requires applicants for a marriage certificate to provide official proof of age if a party
“appears to any agent to be under the age of eighteen.”109 On the scale of 1–5, Hawaii ranks as a
2.
Idaho
Between 2000 and 2018, Idaho bore the second highest per-capita rate of child marriage in the
nation.110 Effective July 1, 2020, Idaho law permits minors aged sixteen to eighteen to marry if
there is less than a three-year age difference between the minor and the intended spouse.111 All
minors are required to obtain parental consent and both parties must provide official proof of age
before the marriage can be approved.112 This proof of age requirement only applies to minor
marriage applicants.113 On the scale of 1–5, Idaho ranks as a 2.
Illinois
Illinois allows children sixteen and older to marry with parental consent from both parents or with
judicial consent.114 The law requires all marriage applicants to present “satisfactory” proof of age
before they can obtain a marriage license.115 On the scale of 1–5, Illinois ranks as a 4.
Indiana
Effective July 1, 2020, a person in Indiana must be eighteen years old to marry, except for minors
aged sixteen or seventeen that have been emancipated by the juvenile court.116 The minor party to
the marriage must be a maximum of four years younger than their intended spouse, and both parties
are required to provide official proof of age to the juvenile court.117 Additionally, the parties must
present the juvenile court with any criminal records and the minor is required to demonstrate
official proof of residency in the state.118 Moreover, the juvenile court is mandated to interview
the minor to assess whether the marriage is free from force, fraud, or coercion and is in the minor’s
best interests.119 Aside from minors, all applicants for a marriage license in Indiana must furnish
proof of age.120 On the scale of 1–5, Indiana ranks as a 4.
Iowa
Children in Iowa may be married as young as sixteen with parental consent and court approval.121
Judges can override a lack of parental consent if they determine consent was “unreasonably”
withheld.122 As a result, the law grants significant power to a district court judge—who does not
need to have specialized training in family law or juvenile matters—to decide whether the parties
appear capable of assuming the responsibilities of marriage and whether the marriage serves the
“best interest” of the child(ren).123 Furthermore, official proof of age is not required at the time of
marriage.124 In fact, marriages between parties later found to be under eighteen remain valid,
16
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although voidable.125 To void such a marriage, the party that falsely represented their age must
present a birth certificate before their eighteenth birthday.126 On the scale of 1–5, Iowa ranks as a
2.
Kansas
In Kansas, children as young as fifteen can marry if a district court judge determines that the
marriage is in the child’s “best interest.”127 Children aged sixteen and seventeen are permitted to
marry with parental or judicial consent.128 In both cases, the judge does not need to have
specialized training in family law or juvenile matters, and the parties are not required to submit
official proof of their age.129 On the scale of 1–5, Kansas ranks as a 2.
Kentucky
Between 2000 and 2018, Kentucky’s rate of child marriages per capita ranked fourth highest in
the nation.130 In spring 2018, Kentucky amended their laws pertaining to child marriage by passing
Kentucky Senate Bill 48.131 Kentucky’s marriage laws now ban marriage for children under the
age of seventeen and only allow seventeen-year-olds to marry with parental consent, provided the
age difference between parties is less than four years.132 Of note, the law requires the parties to
provide official proof of age and residency, proof of high school completion or the equivalent, and
any criminal records to the family court before a marriage license may be issued.133 The family
court judge must also conduct an evidentiary hearing to determine whether the marriage is in the
minor party’s best interest.134 Besides seventeen-year-old applicants, all persons applying for a
marriage license in Kentucky must furnish official proof of their age.135 On the scale of 1–5,
Kentucky ranks as a 4.
Louisiana
In June 2019, Louisiana passed a bill to raise the marriage age floor to sixteen without exception.136
Signed by the Governor in June and effective in August 2019, the law now only permits sixteen
and seventeen-year-olds to marry if the minor’s intended spouse is no more than three years their
senior and the minor has obtained both judicial and parental consent.137 Prior to authorizing the
marriage of a minor, the judge must consider several factors, including any evidence of “human
trafficking, sexual assault, domestic violence, coercion, duress, or undue influence.”138 If a judge
finds such evidence, they are required to immediately report it to child protection services and are
prohibited from authorizing the marriage.139 All applicants, regardless of age, must submit official
proof of their age.140 On the scale of 1–5, Louisiana ranks as a 4.
Maine
In January 2019, the Maine State Legislature proposed “An Act to End Child Marriage,” which
prohibited children under age sixteen from entering into marriage under any circumstances.141 In
June 2019, both the State House and Senate voted to pass the bill into law, which went into effect
on January 12, 2020.142 Maine law now provides that parties must be eighteen to marry but allows
sixteen and seventeen-year-olds to marry if they obtain parental consent.143 In the absence of
17
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parents or legal guardians, a judge may grant consent, and the parties are not always required to
present official proof of age or residency.144 Despite these loopholes, fewer than four out of every
1,000 children are married in the state of Maine, one of the lowest rates of child marriage in the
nation.145 Nevertheless, on the scale of 1–5, Maine ranks as a 2.
Maryland
The age floor in Maryland is set at fifteen, allowing fifteen-year-olds to enter marriage if they are
pregnant and have parental consent.146 Children sixteen and older can marry if they obtain parental
consent but, if the minor is pregnant, parental consent is not required.147 Moreover, underage
marriage applicants in Maryland are not required to provide official proof of their age.148 On the
scale of 1–5, Maryland ranks as a 2.
Massachusetts
The law in Massachusetts currently allows children under age eighteen to marry with parental
consent from each parent living in Massachusetts, or with consent from a legal guardian.149 Unlike
most other states, Massachusetts has no age floor for this exception, effectively setting its
minimum marriage age at zero.150 Additionally, because Massachusetts does not impose a
restriction on the age difference between a minor and their intended spouse, the current law has
allowed seventeen-year-old girls to be married to men as old as thirty-nine, and fifteen-year-olds
to marry men in their mid-twenties.151 Between 2000 and 2018, approximately 1,246 children
were married in Massachusetts, indicating that child marriage is still a common practice in the
state.152 Massachusetts does not always require applicants to show proof of age.153 On the scale
of 1–5, Massachusetts ranks as a 1.
Michigan
Michigan’s current law, last amended in 2007, permits sixteen and seventeen-year-old children to
enter into marriage with consent from one parent.154 Children under the age of sixteen may marry
with consent from one parent and the approval of a probate judge, effectively setting the marriage
age floor at zero.155 The law does not require the parties to provide official proof of age or
residency.156 On the scale of 1–5, Michigan ranks as a 1.
Minnesota
Effective August 2020, Minnesota became one of the few states that prohibits marriage for persons
under the age of eighteen without exception.157 Minnesota’s marriage law also requires official
proof of age to apply for a marriage certificate.158 On the scale of 1–5, Minnesota ranks as a 5.
Mississippi
Mississippi amended its marriage laws in 2021, but the new law still allows children to marry.
Indeed, Mississippi considers males who are at least seventeen years old and females who are at
18
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least fifteen years old as “capable in law of contracting marriage.”159 Prior to being issued a
marriage license, these minors—and all persons under the age of twenty-one—must provide proof
of parental consent.160 However, children under the ages of seventeen (for males) and fifteen (for
females) may also marry if they obtain both parental and judicial consent.161 While all persons in
Mississippi must furnish official proof of their age prior to obtaining a marriage license,162 the
other legal loopholes effectively lower the minimum age for marriage to zero in Mississippi.163
On the scale of 1–5, Mississippi ranks as a 1.
Missouri
In 2018, Missouri revised its law to raise the minimum marriage age to sixteen.164 Children aged
sixteen and seventeen can enter marriage if they obtain parental consent.165 In Missouri, persons
aged twenty-one or older are prohibited from marrying a child under the age of eighteen.166
Between 2000 and 2018, over 8,000 minors were married in Missouri, approximately 85% of
which were young girls.167 All marriage license applicants in Missouri must provide official proof
of age.168 On the scale of 1–5, Missouri ranks as a 4.
Montana
Montana allows sixteen and seventeen-year-old children to marry with parental consent.169 If the
child does not have a parent capable of providing consent, a judge may approve the marriage.170
Minors are also required to attend at least two sessions of premarital counseling prior to obtaining
a marriage license.171 Additionally, a district court judge—who does not need to have
specialization in family or juvenile matters—must determine that the marriage is in the minor’s
best interests.172 Montana law bans marriage for children under age sixteen without exception and
requires all applicants, regardless of age, to furnish official proof of their age.173 On the scale of
1–5, Montana ranks as a 4.
Nebraska
Nebraska requires children to be at least seventeen years old to marry, and even then, children may
only marry after obtaining consent from at least one parent and submitting official proof of their
age.174 Nebraska’s age of majority for marriage is nineteen, and thus requires parental consent for
eighteen-year-old marriage applicants as well.175 All applicants for marriage licenses, including
persons over eighteen, must provide proof of their age in Nebraska.176 On the scale of 1–5,
Nebraska ranks as a 4.
Nevada
In 2019, Nevada strengthened its marriage laws by prohibiting any person under the age of
seventeen from marrying in the state.177 Before being issued a marriage license, seventeen-yearolds must obtain both the consent of at least one parent and judicial approval.178 The judge
reviewing an application for marriage involving a seventeen-year-old may only approve the
marriage “in extraordinary circumstances” and must conclude that the minor is a resident of
Nevada and that the marriage is in the minor’s best interest.179 Still, Nevada has the highest rate
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of child marriage per capita in the entire nation.180 Between 2000 and 2018, over 17,400 child
marriages occurred in the state.181 In Nevada, a person does not need to provide proof of age to
obtain a marriage license if the applicant “clearly appears over the age of 25 years.”182 On the
scale of 1–5, Nevada ranks as a 3.
New Hampshire
New Hampshire amended its marriage laws in 2019 by prohibiting marriage for all persons under
the age of sixteen.183 Additionally, the law rendered any marriage contract involving a child under
age sixteen null and void.184 Children aged sixteen and seventeen are permitted to marry in New
Hampshire if they obtain consent from one parent, judicial approval, and submit official proof of
age.185 The judge approving a marriage involving a minor must be from the family division and
must determine “by clear and convincing evidence” that the marriage is in the minor party’s best
interest.186 However, a judge is required to deny a marriage application if sexual contact between
the parties would constitute sexual assault under state law.187 Aside from minors, all marriage
applicants in New Hampshire are required to provide official proof of their age.188 On the scale of
1–5, New Hampshire ranks as a 4.
New Jersey
In June 2018, New Jersey became the second state in the nation, after Delaware, to ban marriage
for children under the age of eighteen without exception.189 However, like Delaware, New Jersey
does not require all applicants to furnish official proof of age.190 On the scale of 1–5, New Jersey
ranks as a 3.
New Mexico
Between 2000 and 2018, New Mexico realized the eleventh highest rate of child marriages per
capita in the United States.191 Currently, New Mexico law does not articulate a minimum age for
marriage, which means that a child of any age may be married in the state if they meet certain
requirements.192 Sixteen and seventeen-year-olds are permitted to marry if they have parental
consent, while minors under age sixteen may also marry if their parent requests the marriage or if
the minor is pregnant.193 Persons applying for marriage licenses in New Mexico are not required
to provide official proof of age.194 On the scale of 1–5, New Mexico ranks as a 1.
New York
In 2021, New York became the sixth state to successfully ban child marriage.195 Its new law
prohibits marriage for all persons under the age of eighteen without exception and requires that all
marriage applicants provide official proof of their age.196 On the scale of 1–5, New York ranks as
a 5.
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North Carolina
North Carolina amended its marriage laws in 2021 to raise the minimum marriage age to sixteen
if the minor acquires parental or judicial consent.197 This new law also adds an age gap restriction:
a person marrying a sixteen or seventeen-year-old can only be a maximum of four years older than
the minor.198 However, the state does not require parties to supply official proof of their age.199
Between 2000 and 2018, approximately 12,637 child marriages took place in North Carolina.200
On the scale of 1–5, North Carolina ranks as a 2.
North Dakota
In North Dakota, children aged sixteen and seventeen may marry if they have parental consent and
provide official proof of age.201 The law does not permit marriages involving children below the
age of sixteen under any circumstance.202 All marriage applicants in North Dakota must furnish
official proof of their age prior to obtaining a marriage license.203 On the scale of 1–5, North
Dakota ranks as a 4.
Ohio
Ohio strengthened its marriage laws in 2019 by instituting a marriage age floor.204 The law now
requires that a person be eighteen years or older to enter marriage, except for seventeen-year-olds
who have obtained consent and emancipation by order of the juvenile court.205 The juvenile court
may only approve a marriage involving a seventeen-year-old if the other party to the marriage is
no more than four years older than the minor.206 Moreover, the juvenile court must consider
whether marriage and emancipation are in the minor’s best interests and whether the intended
marriage is free of force and coercion.207 Prior to obtaining a marriage license, Ohio requires
applicants to provide official proof of age and residency.208 On the scale of 1–5, Ohio ranks as a
4.
Oklahoma
Oklahoma law allows seventeen-year-olds to marry if they have parental consent or, in the absence
of parents or legal guardians, approval from a district court judge.209 Oklahoma also permits
children sixteen-years-old and younger to enter marriage if the marriage is part of the “settlement
of a suit for seduction or paternity” or if the minor female is pregnant or has already given birth to
“an illegitimate child.”210 These loopholes effectively lower the minimum marriage age to zero.
Oklahoma law requires applicants for marriage licenses to present official proof of age.211
Between 2000 and 2018, Oklahoma recorded the fifth highest number of child marriages per capita
in the United States.212 On the scale of 1–5, Oklahoma ranks as a 1.
Oregon
Oregon permits child marriage for seventeen-year-olds with parental consent.213 The law does not
require that applicants provide official proof of age prior to being issued a marriage license.214 On
the scale of 1–5, Oregon ranks as a 3.
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Pennsylvania
In 2020, Pennsylvania amended its marriage laws to prohibit marriage for persons under age
eighteen without exception.215 When it did so, it became the third state in the nation to ban child
marriage.216 Nevertheless, Pennsylvania does not require applicants to provide official proof of
their age.217 On the scale of 1–5, Pennsylvania ranks as a 3.
Rhode Island
Rhode Island became the fifth state in the nation to ban child marriage when it amended its
marriage laws in 2021.218 Under the new law, a person must be eighteen years or older to obtain
a marriage license in the state, 219 but not all applicants are required to show official proof of age.220
On the scale of 1–5, Rhode Island ranks as a 3.
South Carolina
In 2019, South Carolina amended its marriage laws to prohibit children under the age of sixteen
from entering marriage without exception.221 Under the current law, sixteen and seventeen-yearolds may marry if they have parental consent and furnish official proof of their age.222 Aside from
minors, applicants are only required to provide proof of their age if they are between the ages of
eighteen and twenty-five.223 On the scale of 1–5, South Carolina ranks as a 2.
South Dakota
South Dakota allows sixteen and seventeen-year-old children to enter marriage if they have the
consent of one parent and provide official proof of their age.224 All marriage applicants in South
Dakota, not just minors, are required to furnish official proof of their age prior to obtaining a
marriage license.225 On the scale of 1–5, South Dakota ranks as a 4.
Tennessee
Tennessee strengthened its marriage laws in 2018 by prohibiting marriage for any person under
the age of seventeen.226 Seventeen-year-olds are permitted to marry if they have parental consent,
provided the other party to the marriage is no more than four years older than the minor.227 Minors
applying for a marriage license in Tennessee do not need to furnish official proof of their age.228
In the eighteen years prior to the passage of this new law, Tennessee recorded over 9,780 child
marriages.229 On the scale of 1–5, Tennessee ranks as a 3.
Texas
Texas passed a law in 2017 that banned marriage for children under eighteen, except for sixteen
and seventeen-year-olds who have been emancipated by court order.230 Texas law requires all
parties—regardless of age—to submit official proof of their age prior to obtaining a marriage
license.231 Between 2000 and 2018, approximately 41,774 marriages involving minors took place
in Texas.232 On the scale of 1–5, Texas ranks as a 4.
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Utah
In 2019, Utah bolstered its marriage laws and prohibited persons younger than sixteen from getting
married in the state.233 Additionally, the law provides that sixteen and seventeen-year-olds may
marry only after submitting official proof of age, receiving consent from one parent, and obtaining
authorization from the juvenile court.234 Prior to authorizing a marriage involving a minor, the
judge must determine that the minor is entering the marriage voluntarily and that the marriage is
in the minor’s best interest.235 The judge must also require the parties to attend premarital
counseling and is prohibited from authorizing a marriage if the age difference between the parties
is more than seven years.236 Aside from minors, Utah does not require its marriage applicants to
provide official proof of their age.237 Between 2000 and 2018, Utah ranked seventh highest in the
nation for number of child marriages per capita.238 On the scale of 1–5, Utah ranks as a 2.
Vermont
Vermont prohibits any child under the age of sixteen from entering marriage, without exception.239
Children aged sixteen and seventeen may marry with the consent of one parent.240 However,
Vermont does not require the parties to provide official proof of their age.241 On the scale of 1–5,
Vermont ranks as a 2.
Virginia
In 2016, Virginia amended its marriage laws to prohibit marriage for persons under age eighteen,
except for sixteen and seventeen-year-olds who have been emancipated by court order.242 Virginia
does not always require its marriage applicants to provide official proof of age.243 On the scale of
1–5, Virginia ranks as a 2.
Washington
Washington permits children under age seventeen to enter marriage with judicial approval,
provided that they demonstrate necessity for the marriage to a judge in the county of the minor’s
residence.244 This means that with a judge’s approval, a child of any age can be married in
Washington. Moreover, the judge presiding over such an application does not need to have
specialized knowledge of juvenile or family matters.245 Seventeen-year-old children in
Washington do not need a judge’s approval; they only need to acquire consent from one parent.246
Additionally, marriage license applicants in Washington do not need to supply official proof of
their age.247 On the scale of 1–5, Washington ranks as a 1.
West Virginia
In West Virginia, children as young as sixteen may enter marriage with parental consent.248
However, West Virginia law does not impose a marriage age floor; children under sixteen-yearsold may also enter marriage as long as they obtain both parental and judicial consent.249 To
approve a marriage involving a minor younger than sixteen, a judge must determine that the
marriage is in the child’s best interests, but the judge considering the application is not required to
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have specialized knowledge in juvenile or family matters.250 West Virginia does require that all
parties to a marriage application present official proof of their age prior to being issued a marriage
license.251 On the scale of 1–5, West Virginia ranks as a 1.
Wisconsin
Wisconsin permits sixteen and seventeen-year-old minors to marry if they obtain parental
consent.252 In the absence of any parent or guardian, the probate court may provide its consent to
the marriage.253 All applicants for marriage licenses in Wisconsin are required to provide official
proof of their age and residency in the state.254 On the scale of 1–5, Wisconsin ranks as a 4.
Wyoming
Wyoming’s marriage laws allow sixteen and seventeen-year-olds to marry with parental consent,
and permit children under sixteen to marry if both judicial approval and parental consent are
provided.255 In both cases, parental consent may be waived by a judge.256 The parties to the
marriage do not need to provide official proof of their age to receive a marriage license.257 On the
scale of 1–5, Wyoming ranks as a 1.
Washington, D.C.
In the District of Columbia, children under the age of sixteen are prohibited from entering
marriage.258 Sixteen and seventeen-year-old children are permitted to marry if they obtain consent
from one parent.259 The parties to the marriage do not need to furnish official proof of their age
before being issued a marriage license.260 On the scale of 1–5, Washington, D.C. ranks as a 2.
American Samoa
In 2018, Governor Lolo Matalasi Moliga signed into law a bill that successfully banned persons
under the age of eighteen from entering marriage in American Samoa without exception.261
Marriage applicants in American Samoa are not required to supply official proof of their age.262
On the scale of 1–5, American Samoa ranks as a 3.
Guam & Northern Mariana Islands
The law in Guam permits children aged sixteen and seventeen to marry, provided a parent or
guardian submits written consent.263 However, courts may authorize marriages for children under
age sixteen if the minor applicant is “with a child.”264 Applicants for marriage licenses in Guam
are not required to provide proof of their age.265 On the scale of 1–5, Guam ranks as a 1.
In the Northern Mariana Islands, the marriage age floor is dependent upon citizenship. If at least
one of the parties is a noncitizen, the female applicant must be at least sixteen years old, while the
male must be at least eighteen years old.266 In this instance, if the female is sixteen or seventeen,
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she must have consent of at least one parent.267 However, there are no such age restrictions or
proof of age requirements for marriages between citizens.268 On the scale of 1–5, the Northern
Mariana Islands ranks as a 1.
Puerto Rico
Under Puerto Rico law, those under age twenty-one are required to obtain the consent of their
parent or guardian to marry.269 However, eighteen-year-olds do not need parental or judicial
authorization in cases where “it is proven that the betrothed woman has been raped, seduced or is
pregnant.”270 Puerto Rico law prohibits males under eighteen and females under sixteen from
entering marriage but also provides several exceptions to this rule.271 For instance, if the parties
were underage when they were married, the marriage is nevertheless valid if the parties lived
together without anyone objecting until they reached marriageable age or if they became
pregnant.272 Additionally, fifteen-year-old girls are allowed to marry if they “have been seduced”
and have parental or judicial consent.273 Seventeen-year-old boys may also enter marriage if they
are accused of “having seduced” a fifteen-year-old girl and have obtained parental or judicial
consent.274 As a result, Puerto Rico’s law does not institute an effective marriage age floor. Puerto
Rico also does not require its marriage applicants to provide official proof of their age.275 On the
scale of 1–5, Puerto Rico ranks as a 1.
U.S. Virgin Islands
In 2019, the legislature in the U.S. Virgin Islands voted unanimously to end child marriage in the
territory.276 Governor Albert Bryan Jr. signed the bill into law on January 18, 2020, adding the
Virgin Islands to the list of states and United States territories that prohibit issuing marriage
licenses to persons under the age of eighteen without exception.277 The U.S. Virgin Islands does
not require marriage applicants to furnish official proof of their age prior to obtaining a marriage
license.278 On the scale of 1–5, the U.S. Virgin Islands ranks as a 3.

III.

How They Measure Up

As evidenced above, the laws regulating child marriage in the United States vary widely state
by state. Some are very restrictive regarding underage marriage, while others are regrettably lax.
Below, the States, Washington, D.C., and United States territories are grouped based on the most
important characteristics in the creation of strong marriage laws—a strict minimum marriage age
of eighteen, enforced by a requirement that all applicants—regardless of age—provide official
proof of their age before they can receive a marriage license. The groupings are given a ranking
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between one and five—one representing the states and territories with the least effective laws for
preventing child marriage, and five representing the states and territories with the most effective
laws for preventing child marriage.279 Importantly, these rankings do not reflect the rate of child
marriage in each state, but rather the strength of each state’s law to deter child marriage.280

IV.

Conclusion

While many people cling to the flawed assumption that child marriage is not an American
issue, children are married every day in the United States. A collection of states and territories
have passed new laws to limit its prevalence, but many of these laws are riddled with exceptions
and are inconsistent across state lines. Mandatory age floors set at eighteen, proof of age and
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residency requirements, and the elimination of parental and judicial consent exceptions are all
crucial to ensure more effective child protection in America. Ultimately, a federal law that (1)
bans marriage for persons under the age of eighteen, without exception, and (2) requires all
marriage applicants to furnish official proof of their age, will be the most effective way to thwart
child marriage nationally and truly protect children.
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